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Abstract 
We will examine the problem of distinguishing between 
database instances and values in models which incor- 
porate object-identities and recursive data-structures. 
We will show that the notion of observational distin- 
guishability is intricately linked to the languages avail- 
able for querying a database. In particular we will 
show that,  given a simple query language incorporat- 
ing a test for equality of object-identities, database in- 
stances are indistinguishable iff they are isomorphic, 
and that,  in a language without any operators on 
object-identities, database instances are indistinguish- 
able iff a bisimilarity relation holds between them. Fur- 
t,her, such a bisimulation relation may be computed on 
values, but doing so requires the ability to recurse over 
all the object-identities in an instance. 
We will then show that systems of keys give rise to  
observational distinguishability relations which lie be- 
tween these two extremes. We show that a system of 
keys satisfying certain restrictions provides us with an 
efficient means of comparing values, while avoiding the 
need to compare object identities directly. 
1 Introduction 
Suppose you were presented with two database in- 
stances and wished t o  find out whether or not the in- 
stances were different using some query interface. Us- 
ing certain data-models and query languages this might 
be easy. For example, in a relational database system, 
simply printing out the two instances and comparing 
them would suffice. More succinctly, you could find 
a single query which would produce different results 
*This research was supported in part by the following grants: 
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when applied to  any two instances if the instances were 
different. Even if the instances and interface involved 
more complex but fixed depth types, such as in a nested 
relational model, as long as the query interface allowed 
you to "see" instances completely you could distinguish 
any two distinct instances. 
However, in a model allowing recursive or arbitrarily 
deeply nested data structures, such as a semantic or 
object-oriented data model [4, 91, this technique will 
not work. In this case database instances must use 
some kind of reference mechanism, such as object iden- 
tities, pointers, logical variables, or some other non- 
printable values, and so physically differing instances 
may give identical results on all possible queries. Of the 
various possible reference mechanisms, we will focus 
our attention on object identities since they offer the 
advantage of locational and data independence, and 
also afford efficient implen~entation techniques [lo]. 
Suppose, for example, we had the two instances shown 
bellow: object identities are represented by 0 ,  and each 
identity has a value associated with it consisting of an 
integer and another object identity. 
If our query language allowed us only to  print out the 
values on paths of any fixed depth, then we could not 
observe any differences between these two instances, 
although their representations are clearly different. 
Though this hypothetical situation may appear unre- 
alistic, it in fact represents a fundamental problem: 
in any query or database programming language it is 
necessary to  have some means of comparing data val- 
ues in an instance. Further, in order to  reason about 
the expressive power of a data-model and query lan- 
guage, it is necessary to  be able to  compare distinct 
database instances and t o  communicate information 
between them. These issues are complicated by the 
presence of object identities in a data model: there may 
be many different ways of representing the same data 
using different choices, and possibly different structures 
and interconnections of identities. Consequently we 
would like to  regard object-identities as not directly 
observable, and equate any values which are observa- 
tionally indistinguishable. We shall see that the notion 
of observational distinguishability is intricately linked 
to the languages and operations that are available for 
querying a database. An understanding of these issues 
is essential in the design of languages for such data- 
models. 
In this paper we will make use of a data-model equiv- 
alent to  that of [I] in order to  examine these issues. 
We will define an isomorphism relation on database in- 
stances, representing when two instances differ only in 
their choice of object-identifiers, and a bisimulation re- 
lation, representing when two instances have the same 
set of paths. We will prove that,  given a simple query 
language incorporating a test for equality on object- 
identities, two instances are indistinguishable if and 
only if they are isomorphic, and that, in a query lan- 
guage without any comparison operators available on 
object identities, two instances are indistinguishable iff 
they are bisimilar. However, in both of these cases, it 
is not possible to  find a generic query to  distinguish 
between instances: that is, it is not possible to find 
a finite set of queries, dependent only on a database 
schema, which will evaluate to  the same values on two 
instances if and only if the instances can not be distin- 
guished with any query. 
We show that i t  is possible to  compute the bisimulation 
relation on values of a database, but in order t o  do so 
it is necessary for our query language to allow recur- 
sion over the finite extents of object-identities in the 
database. We conclude that isomorphism and bisim- 
ulation represent respectively the finest and coarsest 
possible observational equivalences on instances. 
An important class of observational equivalences, in be- 
tween these two, can be obtained using systems of keys 
to determine object identities. We show that, given 
certain acyclicity restrictions on a system of keys, the 
resulting equivalences on values can be computed ef- 
ficiently without resorting t o  recursion over the entire 
set object identities. Consequently, by making such 
systems of keys primitive in a query language, we can 
obtain a value-oriented language while achieving much 
of the efficiency of an object-identity oriented language. 
Further suitable systems of keys can be used to control 
the creation of object-identifiers in a manner similar to  
that of [8], so that we can we can have a query lan- 
guage which supports the creation of object identifiers, 
but avoids the potential for non-terminating compu- 
tations present in languages that allow unconstrained 
creation of object identities, such as IQL ([I]). 
2 A Data Model with Object 
Identities and Finite Extents 
The description of our data-model falls naturally into 
two parts: the definition of schemas and that of in- 
stances. The schemas are defined in terms of types, 
and consist of a type system which is dependent on a 
finite set of classes, and an association between these 
classes and types. 
The model presented here is equivalent to  that of [I], 
and could also be considered to  be simplification of the 
models of [3, 91. 
2.1 Types and Schemas 
The types in our model are similar t o  the nested re- 
lational types of [2] with the additional feature of 
class types. These represent the extents present in a 
database, and therefore go beyond the structural in- 
formation normally associated with a type system. 
In order to describe a particular database system it is 
necessary to  state what classes are present, and also 
the types of (the values associated with) the objects of 
each class. We consider these two pieces of information 
to  constitute a database schema. 
Note that,  in many data-models, schemas may repre- 
sent a wide variety of additional constraints; however 
we believe that this information represents the mini- 
mal information which must be present in the schemas 
of any data-model. 
Assume a finite set of classes C, ranged over by 
C,  C', . . ., and a countable set of attribute labels, A, 
ranged over by a ,  a', . . .. The types over C, ranged 
over by T, . . ., consist of base types b, class types C ,  
where C E C, record types (a1 : rl, . . . , ak : rk), variant 
types (a l ,  TI , .  . . , ak : r k D ,  and set types (7). We write 
~ ~ ~ e s ~  for the set of types over C. 
A schema consists of a finite set of classes, C, and a 
mapping S : C -+ ~ ~ ~ e s ~ ,  such that S (C)  = rC where 
rC is not a class type. (Since C can be determined from Given an instance Z of S (Z = (uC, vC)), we will also 
S we will also write S for the schema). write [r]Z  for [ T ] ] U ~ .  
s t r  s t r  
Figure 3: A database instance 
Figure 1: A simple database schema 
Example 2.1: As an example let us consider a database 
with two classes,Cities and States, illustrated in fig- 
ure 1. Each City has two components: a name and a 
state to  which the City belongs, while each State also 
has two components: a name and a city which is its 
capital. Our set of classes is C {City, State) and the 
schema mapping, S ,  is given by 
S(City) (name : str,  state : State) 
S(State) (name : str,  capital : City) 
That is, a City is a pair consisting of a string (its name) 
and a State (its State), while a State is a pair consisting 
of a string (its name) and a City (its capital). w 
2.2 Values and Instances 
The values that may occur in a particular database 
instance depend on the object identities in that in- 
stance. consequently we must first define the domain 
of database values and the denotations of types for a 
particular choice of sets of object identities, and then 
define instances using these constructs. 
Suppose, for each class C E C we have a disjoint finite 
set uC of object-identities of class C .  
For each base type b, assume a domain D b  associated 
with b. We define the domain of our modelffor the sets 
objects identities uC,  ~ ( u ' ) ,  to be the union of the 
following sets: D b  for each base type b; uC for each 
class C E C; partial functions with finite domains from 
A to  D(&) for record types; pairs from A x D(uC) for 
variants; and finite subsets of D(&) for set types. 
We define the semantic operator [.InC mapping types 
over C to  subsets of D(u') in figure 2. 
A database i n s t ance  of schema S consists of a family 
of object sets, uC ,  and for each C E C a mapping vC : 
C C uc + I T  n u  
Example 2.2: We will describe an instance of the 
schema introduced in example 2.1. Our object iden- 
tities are: 
uCi ty  {Phila, Pitts, Harris, NYC, Albany} 
uState {PA,NY} 
and the mappings are 
V C i t y  (Phila) (name H "Philadelphia", 
state H PA) 
yCi ty  (Pitts) = (name H "Pittsburgh", 
state H PA) 
v C i t y  (Harris) (name H "Harrisburg" , 
state H PA) 
 city (NYC) (name ++ "New York City", 
state H NY) 
vCi ty(~ lbany)  G (name ++ "Albany", state H NY) 
and 
 state (PA) (name H "Pennsylvania", 
capital H Harris) 
VState (NY) (name H "New York", 
capital H Albany) 
This defines the instance illustrated in figure 3.  w 
2.3 Isomorphism of instances 
Two instances are said to be isomorphic if they differ 
only in their choice of object identities: that is, one 
instance can be obtained by renaming the object iden- 
tities of the other instance. 
Since object identities are considered to  be an abstract 
notion, and not directly visible, it follows that we would 
like to regard any two isomorphic instances as the same 
instance. In particular, any query when applied to two 
[gaC z D b  - 
[rc]aC = aC 
( a  : T . . a : ) a c  {f E A 5 ~ ( 8 )  1 dom(f) = { a l , .  . . , ak} 
and f ( a i ) €  [ri]ac, i =  1, . . . ,  k) 
[(a1 : TI, .  . . , ak : r k D j 6  E ({al) x I[rl]ac) U . . . U ({ak) x [rrk]aC) 
[{7)18 pfin ( U T ] ~ ~ )  
Figure 2: The semantic operator on types 
isonlorphic instances should return isomorphic results. 
Ison~orphism therefore provides the finest ,level of dis- 
tinction between instances that we might hope to  ob- 
serve. 
If Z and Z' are two instances of a schema S ,  and f C  is 
a family of mappings, f C  : aC -+ a'', then we write 
f r  : [TIT - [rjZ1 for the natural extensions of f C  to 
UdZ. 
A i somorphism of two instances, Z = (aC,  vC)  and 
Z' = ( d C ,  v"), of a schema S consists of a family of 
bijections, f C  : aC -+ a I C ,  such that for each class 
C E C and each object identity o E aC 
Z and Z', are said to  be i somorphic  iff there exists 
an isomorphism f C  from Z to  1' .  We write Z E Z' to  
mean Z is isomorphic to  1 ' .  
W e  will show that, i n  a query language equipped with 
an equality test on object identities, isomorphism coin- 
cides exactly with observational indistinguishability of 
instances. 
2.4 Bisimulations and correspondences 
between instances 
It is clear that the isomorphism relation on instances 
is at  least as fine as any possible observational equiva- 
lence relation: that is, i t  should not be possible to dis- 
tinguish between two isomorphic instances using any 
reasonable queries over instances. However there may 
well be indistinguishable instances that are not isomor- 
phic. 
We will construct a "bisimulation" relation on in- 
stances based on the idea that no conlparisons on ob- 
ject identities are available, and that only base values 
are directly observable. Other complex values, such as 
sets and records, can be compared by comparing their 
component parts. In particular object identities are 
compared by dereferencing them and comparing their 
associated values. The equivalence classes of instances 
under this relation correspond to a regular tree or value 
based model of instances (see [I, 111). 
Since we believe that equality tests on base types are 
common to any query language, and hence that any 
complex values not containing object identities can be 
tested for equality by recursively applying type decon- 
structors and then base equality tests to  the values, it 
follows that bisimulation is the coarsest possible ob- 
servational equivalence relation on instances: if two 
instances are not in the bisimulation relation then any 
reasonable query system should be able to  distinguish 
between them. 
The data model presented above captures our intuition A co"espOndence between two of object 
about how databases with recursive values and extents identifiers aC and a'' is a family of binary relations 
are represented. wcc aC x arc.  
We would like a semantic model where two instances For each type 7 1  we can extend N~ to a binary rela- 
are considered to  be different if only if they are tion wTg [r]ac x I[r]a'C, that -' are the 
distinguishable, or equivalently, a way of grouping to- such that: 
gether those instances in our model which are indis- 
tinguishable. However to  talk about whether two in- C' "' C' for E D', 
stances are distinguishable assumes some latent lan- 2. -(a,:T,, if x(ai) -T, y(aa) for = 
guage for querying the databases, and of course the 1,. . ., k, 
notion of distinguishability is dependent on this lan- 
guage and the predicates available in it. 3 .  (ai, x)  ,Ua l : r l , . . . , ak : rkD (aj, y) if i = j and x wr* y, 
and paradigm will automatically carry over to  other query 
language paradigms. 
4. X --{'I Y if for every a: E X there is a y E Y such 
that -7 and for every Y there is an a: x We will present two variants of the query language, 
such that a: wT y. SRI and SRI(=): the = representing the inclusion of 
the equality predicate on object identities. 
A correspondence -' is said to be consistent with The query language is described for a schema S, with 
instances Z = ( aC ,  yC)  and Z' = (arC, vrC) if for each classes C, such that S(C)  = rC for each C E C. 
. , \ . ,  , . 
and c aC1 " dC1 if 
^rC O' then We expand our type system to allow object types, i ,  
VC(o) -' V'C(o'). Note that the mion any fam- as defined in section 2.1, and rank 1 function types, 
ily of consistent correspondences is also a consistent ., T ,  where T is a (object or rank 1 function) type. 
corres~ondence. 
To keep things simple, we assume only one base type, 
Let Z,  1' be illstances of a schema S. Then Z zT1 de- for which the associated domain contains exactly 
notes the largest consistent correspondence between Z one value. H~~~~~~ it is possible to represent other 
and 1 ' .  We call Z %I1 the bisimulation correspon- finite base types as variants of types. We will take 
dence between Z and Z'. this approach in order to  represent a Boolean type. We 
Given any two instances and 1 1 ,  we say 1 and write BOO] as a shorthand for the type Qtt : unit, ff : 
are bisimilar and write Z M Z' if and only if, for each unit) .  
C E C, A ground type is an object type which contains no 
class types. Ground types are significant in that val- 
I. for each o E aC there is an 0' E a'C such that ues of ground type are considered to be directly ob- 
OIMZ: o', servable, while values of non-ground type will contain 
object identities, which do not have meaning outside 
2. for each O' E a'C there is an E aC such that of a particular instance. Further the set of values asso- 
OZMZ, o', ciated with a ground type will not be dependent on a 
particular instance, so that expressions of ground type 
Proposition 2.1: The relation M is an equivalence can be evaluated in different instances, and their re- 
relation on the set of all instances I of a schema S. . sults can be compared. 
Note that the relations M and do not in general co- A query is a closed expression of ground type. 
- ~ - . - 
incide: it is easy to  construct two instances which are 
For each class C E C we will assume there is a binary bisimilar but not isomorphic, for example by duplicat- predicate =C in the language which tests whether two ing object identities. 
terms evaluate to the same obiect identitv. 
We will see that, for a query language which does The syntax and typing rules for SRI are given in fig- 
not include any means of directly comparing object- 
ure 4. In SRI(=) we assume an additional binary pred- identities, observational indistinguishability coincides icate =C for each class C E C, with the typing rule 
exactly with bisimulation of instances. 
t - e l : C  t e 2 : C  
t el =" ez : Boo1 
3 Querying the model 
=C tests whether two terms of type C evaluate to  
In this section we will present an adaption of the query the same object identity. The semantics for SRI  and 
language SRI  ([5, 61) to  the model of section 2.2. The SRI(=) are given in appendix A. 
lannuane is based on the mechanism of structural recur- 
- - 
sion over sets which was described in [5] as a basis for 
a query language on the nested relational data-model. 3.1 of instances in 
Our choice of this mechanism is because its seman- SRI(=) 
tics are well understood and because it is known to be Two instances Z and Z' are said t o  be indistinguish- 
strictly more expressive than other formally developed 
able in SRI(=) iff, for every ground type r and query query languages for nested relational model, such as 
e such that t e : T ,  Vl[e]; = V[[e]];,.  the calculus of [2]. Consequently most of the results 
- .  
on the expresivity of various operators in this language The following result tells us that isomorphism of in- 
Products 
t e : ( a l  : ~ l , . . . , a k  : r k )  t e l : r l  . . .  t e k : r k  
t e.ai : ri t (al = e l , .  . ., a k  = en) : (a1 : T I , .  . . , ak : rk)  
Var ian ts  
t e : r i  
t i n ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ' . . . ~ ~ ~ : ~ " D ( ~ )  : (al : TI, .  . . , ak : rkD 
t e : Q a l : r 1  , . . .  ,ak:i-kD t e l  : r  . . .  t e k : ~  
t caseeofal(x;') +- e l , .  . . , ak(xp) ek : T 
Se ts  
t el : r t- ez : {T) I- el : r1 + r z  + TZ t- e2 : TZ t e3 : {TI) 
k eT : {T) t add(e1, ez) : {r) t sri(e1, e2, es) : ~2 
Funct ions 
t - e : T z  k e l : ~ l - + T ~  k e z : ~ l  
t AxT1 . e : TI + T2 t elez : T2 
Othe r s  
t e : C  
t xT : T t () : unit t C : {C) t-!e : rC 
Figure 4: Typing rules for query language 
stances exactly captures indistinguishability in SRI(=), 
and is therefore an important result in establishing the 
expressive power of SRI(=) . 
T h e o r e m  3.1: Two instances, 2 and Z', are indistin- 
guishable in SRI(=) if and only if they are isomorphic. 
Proof:  The if part is straight forward. 
For the only-if part, given an instance Z we construct 
an expression ez such that t ex : Boo1 and V([ez]Z' is 
true iff Z' E 2 .  Details of the construction of e l  are 
given in Appendix B. 
Claim: For any reasonable query language L, such 
that L supports an equality predicate on object iden- 
tities, any two instances are indistinguishable in L if 
and only if they are isomorphic. 
Justification: We need to show that, in any natural 
query language we can think of for this model, it is 
possible to construct an expression equivalent to the 
expression ex from the proof of theorem 3.1. We ob- 
serve that the constructors used in forming e l  do not 
go beyond those found the nested relational algebra of 
[7], the calculus of [2] without powerset, or what we 
would expect to  find in any other query language. 
The previous result tells us that,  given any instance Z,  
there is a query which distinguishes Z from any other 
non-isomorphic instance. However it does not tell us 
how to find such a query without knowing exactly what 
the instance is already. 
Propos i t ion  3.2: It is not possible to  build a generic 
expression in SRI(=) which tests whether tests whether 
two instances are isomorphic. In other words, given a 
schema S, it is not possible to  construct a value e s ,  
depending only on S, such that for any two instances 
Z and Z, V[es]Z = V[es]Z1 iff Z and 2' are isomorphic. 
Proof:  Suppose there is such an e, and t e : r .  
Clearly T must be a ground type (contain no classes) 
for this to make sense. Hence, for any instances 2 and 
Z', [TIT = [[r]Z1 = T, where T is some finite set of 
values. So for any instance 2, V[e]Z E T. But T 
is finite and there are a countably infinite number of 
non-isomorphic instances (for any non-trivial schema). 
Hence result. 
Note: This result also holds if we include infinite base 
types, such as ant, in our model, though some more 
careful reasoning is needed (see [Ill) .  
3.2 Computing bisimulation 
correspondence using SRI 
Recall that the query language SRI  is the same as 
SRI(=), only without the =C predicates on object 
identities. So SRI  gives us no way of directly com- 
paring object identities. 
Using SRI (or some other reasonably expressive query 
language) we can test for the bisimulation correspon- 
dence relation described in section 2.4, that is, for 
any type T we can form a function expression Cor7 : 
( T  x r) -+ Bool such that,  for any u, v E [TJZ, 
VI[Corjz(u, v)  = True iff u %T v. 
This result tells us that SRI has the same expressive 
power as SRI(=) (the language SRI  augmented with 
predicates for testing z). 
This result is a little surprising since our values are 
recursive, and we can not tell how deeply we need to 
unfold two values in order to  tell if they are bisimilar. 
We are saved by the fact that all our object identities 
come from a fixed set of finite extents. The cardinality 
of these extents provide a bound on the number of 
unfoldings that must be carried out: if no differences 
between two values can be found after C{IC( I C E C) 
dereferencing of object identifiers, then the values are 
equivalent. Consequently we can implement Cor by 
iterating over each class, and for each identifier in a 
class unfolding both values. 
Unfortunately this implementation of % seems to go 
against our philosophy of the non-observability of ob- 
ject identities: if we can't observe object identities then 
should we be able to  count them? From a more prag- 
matic standpoint, a method of comparing values which 
requires us to  iterate over all the objects in a database 
is far too inefficient to  be practical, especially when 
dealing with large databases. We would like to know if 
we can test for % without iterating over the extents of 
an instance. The following subsection will show that 
this is not possible. 
N-bounded  values a n d  SRIN 
A value v is said to  be N-bounded  iff any set values 
occuring in v have cardinality at most N. An instance 
Z is N-bounded  iff for each class C E C and every 
o E aC,v(o)  is N-bounded. 
Note that,  for any instance Z there is an N sufficiently 
large that Z is N-bounded. 
We now define a variant of the language SRI which has 
the same power as SRI  when restricted to N-bounded 
values, but which will not allow recursion over sets of 
cardinality greater than N. 
The language S R I ~  is the same as the language SRI 
except that an expression sri(f, e, u) is not defined if 
IVI[u]lzl is greater than N .  
P ropos i t i on  3.3: It is not in general possible to com- 
pute the correspondence relations x on N-bounded in- 
stances using the language S R I ~ .  That is, there exists 
a schema S and type T such that there is no expression 
Cor with k Cor : T x T -+ Bool such that V [ C O ~ ] ~  
coincides precisely with zT. 
Proof: First note that for any SRIN expression e, 
there is a constant ke ,  such that any evaluation of an 
application of e will involve less than ke dereferences 
of objects. Consequently it is enough to  construct a 
schema with a recursive structure such that,  for any 
constant k, we can construct an instance containing 
two objects which require k + 1 dereferences in order 
to  distinguish between them. m 
This tells us that we can not hope to  test if two val- 
ues are equivalent using SRI, or any other reasonable 
query language, without making use of recursion over 
classes. We conclude that a more efficient mechanism 
for comparing values is needed. 
4 Keys 
We have seen that comparing database instances and 
values in instances involving object identities is prob- 
lematic. On the one hand, we may consider only the 
values in a database to  be significant and not wish t o  
allow direct equality tests on object identities. On the 
other hand, we have shown that computing bisimula- 
tion or value-based equivalence requires the ability t o  
recurse over all the object identities in an instance. 
Such an equivalence relation is expensive t o  use in a 
query language over databases, and a more efficient 
means of comparing values is required. 
A solution, common in many practical database sys- 
tems, is to  use keys: simple values that are associated 
with and used to compare object identities. Two ob- 
ject identities are taken to be equivalent iff their keys 
are equivalent. In a sense this can be thought of as 
computing an equvalence similar to  x, but restricting 
the parts of the instance that are tested for compari- 
son. However it is also possible to  have external keys 
which depend not only on the value associated with a 
particular object in the database, but on other objects 
and values in the database as well. 
In this section we will formalize the idea of keys, and 
show how they can determine equivalences on values 
that lie in between equality and bisimulation, as il- 
lustrated informally in figure 5. We show that,  if a 
key specification satisfies certain acyclicity properties, 
then the resulting equivalence on values can be com- 
puted without resorting to recursion over the entire set 
of object identities. 
Finest/most distinctions 
E - isomorphism 
ex - key correspondence 
% - bisimulation 
Coarsest/least distinctions 
Figure 5: A spectrum of observational equivalence re- 
lations 
4.1 Key specifications 
Suppose we have a schema S with classes C. A key  
specification for S consists of a type K~ for each C E 
C, and a mapping IC; from instances, Z = (uC,  vC), of 
S to families of functions KF : uC + ([tcC]16 for each 
C E C. 
Example 4.1: Consider the schema described in ex- 
ample 2.1. We would like to say that a State is deter- 
mined uniquely by its name, while a City is determined 
uniquely by its name and its state (one can have two 
Cities with the same name in different states). The 
types of our key specification are therefore 
&Ci ty  (name : str, state : State) 
&Sta te  
-- str 
For an instance Z = (uC, vC)  the mappings IC$ are 
given by 
A key specification is said to  be well-defined iff for 
any two instances, Z and 2', if f C  is an isomorphism 
from Z to 2', then for each C E C and each o E uC, 
fKC (K,C(o)) = KZC,(fC(0)) 
Well-definedness simply ensures that a key specifica- 
tion is not dependent on the particular choice of object 
identities in an instance, and will give the same results 
when applied to two instances differing only in their 
choice of object identities. We will assume that all key 
specifications we consider are well-defined. 
Two key specifications, IC; and ICF, are said to be 
equzvalent iff, for any instance Z,  any C E C and any 
01 ,02  E uC, ICg(ol) = ICg(02) if and only if ICic(ol) = 
K&c(02). 
The dependency  g raph ,  G(ICC), of a key specifica- 
tion KC is a directed graph with nodes C such that 
G(KC) contains the edge (C', C )  if and only if the class 
C' occurs in tcC. 
Propos i t ion  4.1: For any key specification, KC, if 
the dependency graph G(K') is acyclic then there is 
an equivalent key specification IC" such that  each type 
K" is ground (contains no classes). w 
We will see that key specifications with acyclic graphs 
are particularly useful later. 
4.2 Key correspondences 
Given a key specification, IC; and two instances Z and 
Z', we define the family of relations z~lek- [r]Z x 
[r]Z1 to be the largest relations such that 
6 1. if ck ex c'b for ck, c'b E DL then ck 5 c'b, 
2, if a: -("1:71,...,ak:7k) 
-K y then x(ai) %; y(ai) for 
i = l  , . . . , k ,  
3. if (ai, x) %!1:71,..>ak:~kD ( a j ,  y) then i = j and 
-7% 
"K Y,  
4. if X Y then for each x E X there is a y E Y 
such that x ck y and for each y E Y there is an 
x E X such that x ck y, and 
5. for each C E C and any o E uC, o' E atC, if 
o cg o' then IC; (0) w~~ Kg, (0'). 
Note: For any schema S, if we take the key specifi- 
cation given by K~ E rC for each C E C, and for any 
instance Z = (aC,  vC)  and each C E C, K g  E vC then 
the relations ck and cT relations are the same. In 
general ex may be finer than % since we do not re- 
strict the keys to  be functions of the values associated 
with an object identity. 
Given any instance 1, we write z =: for c:, or omit 
the Z altogether when it is clear from the context. 
c: is called the correspondence generated by Kg. 
Propos i t ion  4.2: 1f KC is a key specification then, for 
any instance Z and each type r, =; is an equivalence 
relation. 
An instance Z is said to  be consis tent  with a key 
specification KC iff for each C E C, any o, o' E aC, if 
o eg o' then VC (0) %kc vC(o'). 
Given two instances of a simply keyed schema, (S ,  KC), 
say Z and Z', we say Z is IC-equivalent to  Z', and write 
Z ex Z' iff 
Figure 6: A summary of the operators considered and the resulting observational equivalences 
Language 
SRI(=) 
SRZ with equality test on 
object-identities 
SRI(K) 
X: an acyclic key specification 
SRI(K) 
K a general key specification 
SR1 
SR1 with no com~arisons on 
object-identities 
1. For each C E C, each o E uC there is an o' E We get the same results for computability of key corre- 
such that  o P Z ~  o', and for each o' E there is spondences, EX,  as we did for bisimulation correspon- 
an o E uC such that o PZ: 0'; and dence, namely 
2. For each C E C, o E uC and o' E u'C, if o O' 
then vC(o) =kc ~ ' ~ ( o ' ) .  1. We can find a formula in SRI(K) to  compute P Z ~  for each type r. 
Observational equivalences 
computable on values 
=T - equality on all types 
~i - key correspondence 
P Z ~  -key correspondence 
(computing requires recursion 
over extents of object-identifiers) 
-7 - 
 bisimulation 
(computing requires recursion 
over extents of object-identifiers) 
4.3 Keyed schema 
Observational equivalence on 
instances 
E - isoniorphism 
%K - key correspondence 
x~ - key correspondence 
- bisimulation 
2. We cannot in general find a formula to  compute 
P Z ~  on N-bounded values in sRIN for any N. 
A keyed schema is a pair consisting of a schema S and 
a key specification KC on S .  A simply keyed schema However the following result goes some way towards 
is a keyed schema (S ,  KC) such that the dependency justifying our earlier statement that key specifications 
graph of KC is acyclic. with acyclic dependency graphs are of particular inter- 
est. An instance of a keyed schema (S, KC) is an instance 
Z of S such that  Z is consistent with X:'. Proposition 4.5: For any simply keyed schema (8, K) 
. . 
there is an M such that  for any N 2 M, and any Lemma 4.3: For any instances Z and Z' of a keyed 
type T,  P Z ~  can be computed on N-bounded values 
schema (S, K) ,  if Z z x  Z' then ~ ~ I P Z K  is a consistent 
correspondence between Z and Z'. rn using sRIN(K). That is, for each type r, there is a formula Cork of S R I ~ ( K )  such than F Cor; : r x T + 
Proposition 4.4: For any two instances, Z and Z', of Boo1 and for any two ~ l b o u n d e d  values u, v E [T]Z, 
a simply keyed schema (S,  K) ,  if Z EX Z' then Z z Z'. V [ C ~ r k ] ~ ( u ,  v)  = T iff M L  V. rn 
rn It follows that acyclic key specifications provide us with 
an efficient means of comparing recursive values which 
4.4 Computing key correspondences incorporate object identities, without having to exam- 
ine the object identities directly. 
Given a keyed schema, (S,K),  we define the language 
S R I ( K )  for the schema to be the language SRIextended 
with new operators k& for each C t C The typing 5 
rules for these new operators are: Conclusions 
We have seen that there are a variety of different ob- 
servational equivalences possible on recursive database 
instances using object identities, and that the obser- 
and the semantics are given in appendix A. 
vational equivalence relation generated by a particular 
Similarly we define the language SRIN(K) as an exten- query system is dependent on the means of compar- 
sion of S R I ~ .  ing object identities available in that system. These 
range from equality tests on object identities, which in 
a suitable query language allow us to distinguish be- 
tween lion-isomorphic instances, to an absence of any 
means of comparing on object identities, which leads 
to a minimal observational equivalence of bisimulation 
in any reasonable query system. These results are sum- 
marized in figure 6. 
Systems of keys generate various observational equiv- 
alences lying between these two. Use of keys, particu- 
larly acyclic key specifications, can provide an efficient 
method of comparing values in a query language with- 
out resorting to  direct comparisons of object identities. 
We therefore believe that such systems of keys can play 
an important part in the development of practical lan- 
guages for databases with object-identity. 
We also saw that ,  by making use of the knowledge that 
object identities arise from finite extents, we can com- 
pute whether two values in a database are bisimilar, 
or key-equivalent, though in general we cannot com- 
pute these relations without using recursion over the 
extents of object identities. This raises the interesting 
question of what other, more general functions on re- 
cursive values can be computed using the knowledge of 
these finite extents. We examine this question in [ll] .  
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A Semantics of %I(=) 
For each type T we assume a countably infinite set of variables, x T ,  y T ,  . . .. Let Var be the set of variables of 
the language SRI(=). An environment for instance Z is a mapping p : Var -+ D(Z)  such that p(x7) E [TIT for 
each variable zT of type r .  
We define the semantic function from expressions of SRI(=) and 1-environments t o  D(Z)  by 
V[e.a]zp - (Vl[ellzp)(a) 
Vl[(al = e l , .  . . , a k  = ek)]zp - (a1 H V[el]zp, .  . , a k  H V[ek]zp) 
V[ins,e]zp = ( a ,  VUeIzp) 
{ Vl[el]z(p[xl - 211) if Vl[ellz~ = (all  u )  V[casee ofal(x1) e l , .  . . , ak(xk) 3 ek]zp : . : .V [ ~ E ~ Z ( P [ X ~  UI) if vfe]lzp = ( a k 1  u )  
V I [ ~ U ~ P  - 0 
Vjradd(e1, e z ) ] z ~  -- {V[el]Jzp) U V [ e d z p  
V[sri(el, ez,3)]zp -- f ( u l 1  f(u2, .  . . f ( u n ,  V )  . . .)I where VUei]zp = f 
Vl[ez]zp = V 
V [ ~ ~ ] Z P  = { U I ,  . . 1 un) 
V[Xx . e]zp = ( u  H V([eUz(~[x H ~ 1 ) )  
V[elez]zp = ( V [ e l l z ~ ) ( V U e z l z ~ )  
VUXIZP = P ( X )  
v u o l l z ~  - 0 
V [ C ] z p  E aC 
V[!e]zp = vC ( ~ [ e n z p )  where Vl[e]zp E aC 
( t t ,  0 )  if v l [ e l ] z ~ ,  vllezllz~ € aC 
V[el  =C ezllzp E and Vl[elIzp = VUeallzp 
( f f ,  0 )  otherwise 
where 0 denotes the unique value of type unit. 
For SRI(K) the semantics is extended with 
In order for a structural induction (sri) expression to  be well defined the first parameter must represent a function 
which is idempotent and commutative in its first argument. For further details of the semantic considerations 
for languages such as SRI(=) see [6, 51. 
B Proof of Theorem 3.1 
First we will add some additional predicates and logical operators to the language SRI(=). These will not actu- 
ally add to the expressive power of the language, but rather are macros or syntactic sugar for more complicated 
SRI(=) expressions. The syntax and typing rules for these new constructs are shown below. 
Logical O p e r a t o r s  
k el : Boo1 t ez : Boo1 t e l  : Boo1 k ez : Boo1 1 e : Boo1 
t e l  A ez : Boo1 1 el Ve:! : Boo1 t ye : Bool 
Quant i f iers  
t e l  :{T} F e z :  Boo1 t el : {T} I- ez : Boo1 
t- 32' E el . ez : Boo1 t V x 7  E e l  . ez : Boo1 
Predicates 
F e : r  F e l : r  t e : ~  F e l : { r }  
k e =T e' : Boo1 1 e E7 e' : Boo1 
The operators A,  V and 7 and the quantifiers 3, V have their normal meanings. The predicates =' represent 
an extension of the predicates =C to general types, and E' represents using structural recursion t o  compare a 
value to  each value in a set. 
To simplify things we will assume that our schema, S, involves only a single class C. The construction of 
the distinguishing expression works just as well for the case where S has multiple classes, though the nested 
subscripts and superscripts become rather unmanageable. 
Suppose Z = (aC,  uC) is an instance of schema S, such that 
and 
C V (0i) = pL[omz,. . ,om.  ] 
n 
where om., . . . , om. , are the object identities occuring in uC(oi). 
n' 
We will write pi[xl , .  . . , xnt ]  for the expression formed by replacing each occurrence of om; by the variable x, 
(There is need for an inductive definition for turning values into expressions here, which is straightforward). 
Also we will use the shorthand expression Dist(e1,. . . , en) defined by 
Dist(e1, . . . , en) = el # e:! A . . . A el # en A e:! # es A . . . A ez # en A . . . A en-1 # en 
So VIDist(el,. . . , en)Izp = T iff the values V[el]zp,. . . , V[[en]lzp are distinct. 
Now we can define ex as follows: 
So ex states first that there are n distinct elements of class C, which are bound to  the variables x l ,  . . . , x,, next 
that every object identity of class C is one of these n identities, and finally that the values associated with each 
of 21, . . . , x, correspond to  the values associated with the object identities in the instance. 
For any instance Z' we now have V[ez]Z' = True iff Z' S Z. 
